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Abstract
The craft bamboo industry in Taiwan has been in steady decline since 1985. In recent years, the government has attempted to stimulate this industry by promoting this craft as a distinct form of national culture and identity; however there is a disconnect between the desires of national policy objectives and the effort required to raise the state of play in Taiwan's bamboo crafts and product sectors to compete on a global scale and attain a desirable level of demand. The research aims to demonstrate that an industrial design-led approach is required within the craft bamboo industry to revitalise the sector.
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Introduction
The development of bamboo crafts in Taiwan can be traced to the practices of Taiwan’s indigenous peoples and later to Han Chinese immigrants; both groups using local materials to address daily needs (Cheng, 2010). Traditional bamboo craft workers were both designers and producers, producing individual designs using a range of techniques and offering a distinct product to modern process-driven designs. Production met basic standards of practicality and design, with the majority of artefacts being easy to produce and low-cost. Since the early twentieth century, there has been some tension between preserving traditional craft techniques and developing new, industrial-scalable products from bamboo.

Craft based approaches
Craft is both a title for a field of cultural practice and a term that relates to how skilfully one creates an artefact in fields ranging across art, craft and design. In early agricultural societies—such as Taiwan—craft was the practice used to manually produce items ranging from tools to utensils and garments, including those that were used for ceremonial purposes, being elaborately produced to mark their ritual use (Huang, 2001). In discussing the value of craft, Karpinnen (2008) cites the German philosopher Hannah Arendt’s (1958/2000) identification of three fundamental human activities; labour, work and action. Arendt links work with skill and technique, craft products and cultural heritage, the expression of skilfulness and knowledge in the activity of hand production making human life meaningful. Kikuchi (2015) and Huang (2001) contend that craft is a broadly defined set of human activities inherently related to human nature and vital for human fulfilment and enlightenment.

Bamboo industries and related design education
From the early Qing dynasty (1644-1911), Taiwan exported indigenously designed and made products to Mainland China (The Nantou County Department of Cultural Affairs, 2015). These early products can be divided into three categories: carpentry, carving and weaving. They included large-scale products such as bamboo furniture and bamboo cages for keeping livestock. From 1936, Japanese craftsmen introduced techniques such as weaving and fretwork to Taiwan, initiating the production of sophisticated and technically advanced goods such as cases and baskets (Cheng and Won, 2010). However, since the early twentieth century there has also been a tension between preserving traditional craft techniques and developing new industrial products from bamboo; for example using high-
temperature pressure machines to make laminated bamboo flooring. The period from 1975 to 1985 was the golden age for bamboo products in Taiwan. The local government in Zhushan Town, Nantou County, encouraged the growth by establishing a specialized bamboo craft education program at National Zhushan High School. This school was focused on traditional techniques, rather than the design and manufacturing techniques for contemporary consumer products. Many of the bamboo craft workers trained at National Zhushan High School continue to produce work in a craft-based, studio fashion; this being increasingly out of step with changing market conditions and expectations.

Unfortunately in 2010, these bamboo craft classes ended (National Zhushan Senior High School, 2016). In other schools, there had been no design tutoring related to bamboo until 2008; the passing of the ‘Cultural and Creative Industry Development Law’ saw the government seeking to raise the level of community cultural engagement and to promote ‘Brand Taiwan’ internationally. Furthermore, some universities began to offer design classes related to bamboo craft. There are now five universities which offer bamboo craft training within design education in 2015 (Ministry of Education, 2016).

Policies and preserving the master's tradition in the face of decline

Two published case studies (Lin, 2012, Gao, 2012) report Taiwanese government initiatives for the bamboo crafts sector. The 2007 ‘The new interdisciplinary process for authoring application’, jointly managed by the Taiwan Design Centre and Taiwan Craft Research Development Centre invited designers and craft people from fields including bamboo, lacquer and glass to collaborate. Lin (2012) argues that the rebranding of Taiwanese crafts in 2008 under the auspices of the project under the brand name ‘Yii’ for the international market, sought to project a contemporary outlook for Taiwanese craft, while the focus on current design trends and production factors sought to drive successful development of new products. The second initiative, ‘Slow living mixed media product development’ had bamboo as a theme and linked craftspeople with design consultancies and teams for the same end.

The finest bamboo craftworks require the performance of high-level techniques and abilities, so in 2009, Taiwan’s government instituted a campaign to promote the living crafts movement across the country, where craftsmen may be elected to the ‘Taiwan Craft Family’ honours roll. Once elected, the value of their past and future work increases significantly. Because of the lack of formal training in bamboo crafts in Taiwan, few craft workers have the skills to achieve such a standard. Faced with craft industries in decline, in 2013 Taiwan’s Council of Labour Affairs launched a plan, the title of which can be loosely translated as ‘Using Famous Masters to Teach Good Apprentices’ (Taiwan Workforce Development Agency Ministry of Labor, 2015). The program provides training in professional skills for various heritage crafts through an apprenticeship system. The program offers training in 25 traditional skills categories, including bamboo products. Graduates of the program receive an award from the Ministry of Labour the Workforce Development Agency Skills Certification Centre. After training, effort is made to help the trainee make a smooth integration into employment (Taiwan Workforce Development Agency Ministry of Labor, 2015).

The value to local industry

For Wang et al. (2011), bamboo crafts perpetuate Taiwan’s cultural heritage, with bamboo weavers and crafts people reporting their work to secure knowledge of traditional bamboo weaving techniques and to digitize Taiwan’s bamboo arts and crafts. They provide a strong argument for the value of bamboo as a craft material that is readily accessible for the creation of a range of contemporary products. Kettley (2012) discusses contemporary business trends and the values of ‘craftivism’ and the Slow Movement for emerging crafts peoples and makers. Globalisation has been contested by a number of movements. The Slow Movement, originating in Italy, has promoted the value of local produce and skills as against an industrialised consumerism that have erased meaningful differences between time and place (Petrini, 2005). The reaction against consumerism has recently taken a more political expression through emergence of ethical consumerism (Auger et al., 2007), the Fair Trade movement seeking to connect consumers with the lives of producers, including in the area of craft products (Lyon, 2006).

Can Taiwan learn from Europe?

Across Europe, there was a push for the industrialization of traditional craft production, design being understood as the new industrial art, not an extension of craft. An outgrowth of the Deutsche Werkbund, the Bauhaus (1919-1933) built a design curriculum based on a synthesis of art, science, and technology to educate future designers by making
a primary distinction between Formlehre and Werklehre; the study of form versus crafting (Delle Monache and Rocchesso, 2014). The curriculum of the Basic Course, the first year of study at the Bauhaus, focused on research rather than creation, comprising exercises and problems to be solved within the framework of specific constraints such as economy of time or reduction of means and parameters (Stefano Delle Monache, 2014).

Bauhaus design philosophy and design processes were not systematically taught or used in Taiwan until around 1970 when Taiwan's economy began to truly grow and modernize (Huang, 2001). Of particular interest here is the principle of 'pragmatic academics' found in the Taiwanese curriculum for handicrafts. Lessons covering basic drafting, woodworking, weaving and ceramics—as well as modeling—emphasised both the essence of Bauhaus notions of handiwork manipulation and the industrial application of design as in Bauhaus design education (Yao et al., 2013).

Engaging with industrial design processes

As previously established, Taiwan’s bamboo manufacturing industry uses traditional management practices to run production processes, lacking expertise in design management. Shah (2000) argues, however, that ‘There is empirical evidence that innovations can be developed by those holding any of a number of functional relationships to them, such as manufacturers, users, or materials suppliers. Roberto (2008) contends that design-driven innovation is urged along by a company’s vision about possible future product languages and meanings. The process these companies follow suggest the major modes of innovation: 1) design-driven innovation, where innovation starts from a company’s understanding of the nuanced, tacit undercurrents within socio-cultural groups and can harness these to create new languages and meanings; 2) market-pull innovation, where innovation begins with the analysis of consumer needs and preferences and then searches for the technical means and aesthetic and symbolic languages to fulfil them; 3) technology-push innovation that leverages the dynamics of technological research. Both Shah (2000) and Roberto (2008) recommend design-driven innovation as the way to push a company’s vision the furthest, but all three modes of innovation would aid NPD for Taiwan’s bamboo products manufacturers. Taiwan already engages heavily with industrial design; companies such as Giant Bicycles, Acer and HTC are known for their high quality products with strong aesthetic sensibilities; a future may be envisioned where craft manufacturers appropriate the design techniques of the aforementioned firms to produce world-leading products with a strong customer focus.

Conclusion

An identification of industrial design approaches and driven innovation might stem the decline of Taiwan’s bamboo crafts and manufactured products industries by developing products that consumers actually want. In recent decades, the viability of Taiwan’s bamboo crafts and manufactured products sectors has suffered from competition large-scale industrial copying and from cheap plastic versions of goods formerly made in bamboo.

The above literature suggests a range of factors as contributing barriers here including poor grasp of the nature and differences between art, craft and design; a lack of suitably trained workers; a lack of focus on bamboo as a material in design innovation, a lack of industrial design-led approach knowledge at companies, individual companies preferring to struggle on alone, and strong external competition from global, low-cost manufacturers. The one bright spot is the Taiwanese government’s interest in and support for heritage cultural industries despite the need for more effectively targeted initiatives. The usage of industrial design processes, appropriated from the high tech industry may help develop and engage further with the craftsmen and elevate the products to an international audience. The processes of methods are design-driven innovation, market-pull innovation and technology-push innovation. Three modes of innovation would aid NPD for Taiwan’s bamboo products manufacturers.
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